Veil_
creates a wall of light by sliding a lightweight fabric sleeve over the acrylic tubes which are suspended from the ceiling.
The covering has a flap which wraps over the top of the tube to secure the system. A warm fluorescent light bulb is placed
within each cylinder to create a warm, consistent glow throughout the fitting room.
This modular system allows for various options within each individual retail space. Veil can be arranged to the suit the
needs of the retailer by creating linear walls or curved walls. And the curtains can either be hung outside the fitting room
or incorporated into the fixtures. The system allows for limitless styles and revisions by changing the color, pattern, or
texture of the fabric sleeve.
Veil creates a flattering fitting room experience for the consumer through the wall of light, which is ambient, clean, and
casts minimal shadows. Also, the system eliminates the cost and time it takes to build walls and allows the retailer to
customize or change their arrangement with little time and cost.
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Veil creates a wall of light by wrapping lightweight fabric around acrylic
tubes that are suspended from the ceiling. A warm fluorescent light tube
is placed within each cylinder, creating a consistent glow throughout the
fitting room.
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The modular system of Veil allows for various options within each
individual retail space. Veil can be arranged to the suit the needs of the
retailer by creating linear walls or curved walls. And the curtains can
either be hung outside the fitting room or incorporated into the fixtures.
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Fixture
Linear fluorescent bulb
Acrylic tube
Fabric covering
Snaps

The cross section of two lights shows the construction of the light tube
with the fabric which slides over the light and a flap that secures the
system. The exploded view shows the assembly of the parts.
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The warm glow of Veil creates a flattering fitting room experience, while
eliminating the cost and time it takes to build walls, which is beneficial to
both the consumer and the retailer. Also, the system allows for limitless
styles, just by changing the color, pattern, or texture of the fabric covering.
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